
• Passage from the play "The Merchant of Venice" by William Shakespeare
• Written in 1596
• Act 1 Scene 3

Just before this, Bassanio had explained to Antonio about his plan to marry Portia and his 
need for money due to the fact that he had spent all of his savings

•

• Antonio had told him that whilst he did not have the sum of money present as all his fortunes 
were tied up at sea, Bassanio could go and try Antonio's credit in Venice

• So now, Bassanio who has found Shylock, a jewish usurer, is negotiating terms for the bond

• Noteworthy that usurers occupied this job due to a lack off opportunities and a general 
rejection of the jewish social group by Christian Europe

• Also noteworthy that there is a history between Antonio and Shylock, which is expressed 
later on as Shylock outlines how Antonio has spit on him and treated him like a dog

1) Relationship between Antonio and Shylock as a reflection of the relationship between 
Christians and Jews

2) The importance of Justice
3) The element of risk and uncertainty

Threemain ideas:•

INTRODUCTION

○ Shylock means financially secure
○ Bassanio interprets as honourable

Bassanio gets offended and says "have you heard..."○

○ Shylock clarifies by saying "he is sufficient" , referring to Antonio's credit

"Antonio is a good man"•

• "If it please you dine with us" -> as a response to Shylock wanting to speak to Antonio about 
the bond

○ Shows animosity towards Christians for how they treat his social group, the jewish 
community

○ Allusion to the Old Testament as The Nazarite = Jesus of Nazareth

• Reaction = "Yes, to smell pork... the devil into"

 Clash of cultures -> pork, religion

Shylock is ready to engage in business, but wants no part in socialising with Antonio and 
Bassanio

○

• "I will buy with you... But I will not eat with you... Nor pray with you"

IDEA 1

IDEA 2

•
○ Prior to and during the passage
○ Language of finance - sense of acting safely and considering the bond carefully on 

Shylock's part

Reputation as being just and trustworthy

○ Emphasises that Shylock will hold the bond with whatever power he can - importance of 
the Law and the legal system of Venice

Repetition of "Three thousand ducats", "for three months" and "Antonio bound"
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Reputation as being just and trustworthy

the Law and the legal system of Venice

Key to the rest of the play as it results in the Trial○

○ First describes his success in the number of ships he has
○ Then outlines the dangers

 Imagery which depicts pirates as water-thieves right after having described rats as 
such

○ Juxtaposition of "land-rats and water-rats" with "water-thieves and land-thieves"

 "Three thousand ducats, I may take his bond"

○ "Nothwitstanding" = important word which turns around the tone of the paragraph 
positively

Outlining of the dangers of Antonio's assets (threats at sea)•

IDEA 3

EFFECT ON REST OF PLAY

Tension + risk builds up until the Trial scene•

○ However, this character is also challenged in other passages where the more human 
side of Shylock is demonstrated, such as through his reaction to Jessica leaving

Development of Shylock's character as "greedy for money" plays important role in how he 
acts during the trial and how he is defeated by the very terms of his bond

•

EFFECTIVENESS

• Contrast between social groups
• Tension between Shylock and Antanio + Bassanio
• Risk of Antonio's assets = element of suspense/danger
• Interesting use of stylistic devices such as repetition, allusion, juxtapoisition, double 

entendre, and imagery

○ It means a lot to him as it is what the jewish community excels in

Financial/professional style of speaking by Shylock demonstrates his dedication to his life as a 
usurer

•
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